
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS : III 

 

Subject: English                                                 Date: 03-07-2020 

Topic: Handwriting & Spellings                        Time Limit: 1 Hour  

 

Worksheet No.: 30 

 

 

 

Good morning, little gems ! 

A very good morning to you all !  

 

Hope you have completed the previous assignment in 'Handwriting and Spellings' ! 

Before you proceed with today's assignment, go through the instructions given below, thoroughly and 

carefully. 

 

*Read the following passage aloud, maintaining proper pronunciation, expression and punctuation. 

Take the help of your parents, wherever necessary. 



*You will be copying the passage from the story, 'Harold, the hornbill' which is there in your Rapid 

Reader Book, 'Animal Stories' by Ruskin Bond. 

*Copy the following passage in your 'Handwriting' notebook in cursive.  

*'Handwriting' notebook will be four lined on both the sides. 

*The first page of the notebook should be kept blank on both the sides, which will be used to make the 

Contents page. It should have columns under the heads:- dates, worksheet number, chapter number 

and chapter name and teacher's signature. Ensure neat and tidy work.  

Follow the exact pattern given below, for making the Contents page : 

 

 

Following are the pictures of the pages wherefrom you have to do the handwriting :- 

Beginning sentence (pg no.- 7) :- 'He loved eating balls of boiled rice, prepared specially for him by 

Grandmother.') 



 

 

 

 



Concluding sentence(Pg no.-8) :- '........It was a painful experience for Harold, and an unnerving one for 

our visitor.'  

                        -----------------------×------------------------ 

Now it's time for some spelling assignments. A list of difficult spellings is being given below, which is 

supposed to be memorized by you. You have to copy the following list of spellings in your spelling 

notebook. The spelling notebook should be four lined  on both sides. The first page should be kept blank 

which will be used as Contents page, following the same format as mentioned above. Number the 

spellings as 1 - 20. 

*Prepared.       *Especially         *Fluid              *Cigar            *Experience  

*Specially        *Appearance       *Dip                *American      *Unnerving  

*Beak.              *Situated           *Misbehave      *Proceeded    *Visitor  

*Toss.              *Feathers           *Removed        *Swallow         *Painful  

 

#Remember to fill up the Contents page regularly. 

 

Having completed  the above given work, let's start doing another activity. Read the given pages 

carefully and try to pronounce the words correctly. 



 

That's all for today, children.... 



Enjoy your weekend but at the same time, prepare your lessons as well! 

Stay healthy, stay happy, stay safe.... 

Bye....👋 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


